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BASIC FACTS

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

POPULATION: 159,453,001 (percentage under 25 
years: 48%)

LIFE EXPECTANCY: 74 years

LITERACY RATE (AGE 15 AND OVER CAN READ & 

WRITE): 73%

ASIA PROFILES: A RESOURCE FOR CANADIAN CL ASSROOMS

BANGLADESH

OFFICIAL AND MAJOR LANGUAGE(S): Bangla/ 
Bengali (99%), other (1%)

TYPE OF GOVERNMENT: Parliamentary republic

CURRENT LEADER: Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina

Source: CIA World Fact Book

Much of Bangladesh’s terrain is flat and lies less 
than 10 meters above sea level. It is also one of the 
wettest countries in the world, with monsoon rains 
and frequent floods from June to September. The 
flooding is both a blessing and a curse—the floods 
deposit silt, which makes the farmland more fertile, 

but they also cause serious damage. The climate is 
tropical-monsoon, which means hot, rainy summers 
and dry winters. The country lies within the delta 
formed by three major rivers—the Brahmaputra, the 
Ganges, and the Meghna.
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PEOPLE & CULTURE

Bengali 
99% 

Ethnic groups
1%

Muslim
89.1% 

 Hindu
10%

Other
0.9% 

MAJOR  

RELIGIONS

MAJOR  

ETHNIC 

GROUPS

POPULATION PYRAMID

INTERNET & SOCIAL MEDIA

ACTIVE INTERNET USERS: 55% of population

AVERAGE DAILY INTERNET USE: No data

ACTIVE SOCIAL MEDIA USERS: 20% of population

AVERAGE DAILY SOCIAL MEDIA USE: No data
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ECONOMY

GDP: $916.7 billion

GDP PER-CAPITA: $5,587

CURRENCY: Taka

MAJOR EXPORTS & IMPORTS:

Exports: garments, knitwear, agricultural products, 
frozen food (fish and seafood), jute and jute goods, 
leather

Imports: cereals, pulses, iron & steel, oilseeds, 
fertilizer, precision and technical instruments

LINKS TO CANADA

$651 million
Canadian exports  

to Bangladesh 

Not Available
Bangladeshi investment* 

in Canada 
(*Foreign direct investment)

$1.7 billion
Canadian imports 
from Bangladesh

$6 million*
Canadian investment  

in Bangladesh
*Investment number from 2015

TRADE, INVESTMENT IN 2018:

BANGLADESHIS COMING TO CANADA IN 2017*:
(*does not include tourists)

1,280 Students

1,455 Economic immigrants 710 Family immigrants

15 Other 
immigrants

45 Refugees

Source: Global Affairs Canada &   
CIA World Fact Book

Source: Global Affairs Canada

Source: Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
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NOTABLE DATES

TIMELINE OF KEY EVENTS

HISTORICAL 

Shadhinôta Dibôs (Independence Day)

March 26 is Shadhinôta Dibôs (Independence Day), 
a national holiday marking the Awami League’s 
declaration of an independent Bangladesh from 
Pakistan in 1971. On this day, Bangladeshis celebrate 
with a 31-gun salute in the morning and decorate the 
streets with flags and attend parades, concerts, and 
ceremonies. 

More on Independence Day:  
Bangladesh celebrates 45th Independence Day, Times of India 
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-asia/Bangladesh-
celebrates-45th-Independence-Day/articleshow/51558516.cms

CURRENT EVENT

Rana Plaza Disaster

On April 24, 2013 an eight-story commercial building 
complex named Rana Plaza collapsed, killing 1,134 
people. The building contained banks, shops, and 
large garment factories. This event is often described 
as the “deadliest disaster in the history of the 
garment industry worldwide.”

More on Rana Plaza collapse:  
Rana Plaza collapse: 38 charged with murder over garment 
factory disaster, The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2016/jul/18/rana-plaza-collapse-murder-charges-garment-
factory

CULTURAL HOLIDAY

Pohela Boishakh (Bengali New Year)

Pohela Boishakh is celebrated every year on April 
14 or 15. This day marks the first day of the Bengali 
calendar which most of the traditional and cultural 
festivities revolve around. The Bengali New Year 
celebration is thought to be one of the largest 
celebrations on the year. 

More on Pohela Boishakh:  
Virtual Bangladesh http://www.virtualbangladesh.com/culture/
festivals-and-traditions/traditional-festivals

HONOURABLE MENTION

Pohela Falgun

Pohela Falgun celebrates the first day of spring in the 
Bengali month of Falgun according to the Bengali 
calendar. Pohela Falgun is usually held on February 
13, and is celebrated with flowers, poems, songs, 
and dances. Bright red and yellow are representative 
colors of this day and women traditionally wear yellow 
sashes to celebrate. 

More on Pohela Falgun:  
Pohela Falgun Being Celebrated, Dhaka Tribune http://archive.
dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2016/feb/13/pahela-falgun-
being-celebrated 

Bangladesh (formerly called East 
Pakistan) gains independence from 
Pakistan (formerly called West Pakistan)

President Ziaur Rahman 
is assassinated in an 

attempted military coup

Bangladesh suffers worst 
floods in living memory, 

covering 75% of the country 

Khaleda Zia, widow of Ziaur 
Rahman, becomes first female 
Prime Minister of Bangladesh

MAR 
1971

MAY 
1981

JUL 
1998

MAR 
1991

Source: Public Holidays & BBC

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-asia/Bangladesh-celebrates-45th-Independence-Day/articleshow/51558516.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-asia/Bangladesh-celebrates-45th-Independence-Day/articleshow/51558516.cms
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/18/rana-plaza-collapse-murder-charges-garment-factory
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/18/rana-plaza-collapse-murder-charges-garment-factory
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/18/rana-plaza-collapse-murder-charges-garment-factory
http://www.virtualbangladesh.com/culture/festivals-and-traditions/traditional-festivals
http://www.virtualbangladesh.com/culture/festivals-and-traditions/traditional-festivals
http://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2016/feb/13/pahela-falgun-being-celebrated
http://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2016/feb/13/pahela-falgun-being-celebrated
http://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2016/feb/13/pahela-falgun-being-celebrated
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BANGLADESH AND LESSONS FOR ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Source: World Population Review 2019

Bangladesh has been described as a ‘laboratory’ 
for learning about how people and communities 
will be affected by climate change. For one thing, 
its geography makes it one of the most vulnerable 
countries in the world to the impacts of climate 
change. For another, Bangladesh has a high 
population density, which means the number of 
people who will be impacted will be very large. 

Some people describe Bangladesh as another kind 
of laboratory—one where other countries can learn 
about how people and communities can adapt to 
climate change. Understanding what adaptation 
looks like starts with asking a few questions: What do 
different models of climate change adaptation look 
like? What are the benefits and challenges of each 
model? Finally, who should pay for the costs  
of adaptation?

THE BLESSINGS AND CURSES OF GEOGRAPHY

In some ways, Bangladesh’s geography is a blessing. 
Its land is criss-crossed by three major rivers—the 
Brahmaputra, the Ganges, and the Meghna. These 
rivers’ deltas make much of the soil fertile and thus 
good for farming. Farming is a livelihood that employs 
nearly half of the labour force in Bangladesh. In other 
ways, however, the country’s geography is a curse. 
Its location puts it in the path of powerful cyclones. 
These storms bring heavy rainfall, which floods the 
rivers and endangers the people who live near the 
river banks. In addition, Bangladesh’s coastlines are 
affected by storm surge—water pushed ashore by 
strong storm winds. Many climate experts believe 
that global warming, specifically, the rising surface 
temperature of the Indian Ocean, is making these 
storms more frequent and more intense.

Comparison of Countries’  
Population Densities, as of 2019
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KEY TERMS

Delta: A low-lying plain situated at the mouth of a river. Water 
moves more slowly as it nears the mouth of a river, allowing the 
river to spread out and deposit sediment, fertilizing the land.

Cyclone: A type of tropical storm that occurs in the Indian 
Ocean and South Pacific. Cyclones are usually accompanied by 
strong winds, heavy rain, and storm surge.
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Bangladesh’s low elevation is another challenging 
aspect of its geography. About two-thirds of the 
country’s land is less than five metres above sea level. 
This low elevation makes the coastal areas vulnerable 
to two other aspects of climate change: sea-level rise 
and coastal erosion. These two impacts are hitting 
farmers especially hard. Sea water has begun to 
intrude into fresh water sources, contaminating the 
drinking water for the farmers, as well as for the crops 
and animals they raise. 

What can people do when their communities and 
livelihoods are negatively impacted in these ways by 
a changing climate? 

ADAPTATION IN PLACE

Some communities in Bangladesh are experimenting 
with ‘adaptation in place’—making changes to 
physical infrastructure, and sometimes to human 
activities, to avoid people having to leave a 
climate-impacted area. For example, one village in 
Bangladesh discovered that saltwater intrusion was 
negatively impacting its ability to grow rice, which 
requires fresh water. The villagers switched from 
growing rice to raising prawns and fish that can live 
in salt water. In another case, people left their village 
and moved to a nearby area that had not yet been as 
seriously impacted by climate change. 

In other cases, adaptation in place might require 
more extensive changes. For example, some 
communities might need to physically build up the 
land on which they live to deal with sea-level rise and 
coastal erosion. They might also have to elevate their 
houses, outdoor toilets, and the shelters for farm 
animals so that these things do not get washed away 
by floodwaters.1 

The people who would benefit from these changes are 
mostly poor farmers who cannot pay the high costs 
of such large-scale changes. The responsibility to pay 
for them would therefore fall to the government or 
international aid agencies. Given that Bangladesh is a 
poor country, should money be spent to support these 
kinds of adaptation in place? Do people have a basic 
right to remain in their homes and communities, no 
matter what the cost? Or, would this money be better 
spent on other basic needs for poor people, like 
education and clinics?

CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION

Another type of adaptation is climate-induced 
migration. This means people permanently leaving 
an area impacted by climate change and moving to 
another part of the country. One report estimates 
that climate change may create more than 13 million 
climate migrants in Bangladesh over the next 30 
years.2 Some experts think that number could be 
much higher. 

KEY TERMS

Coastal erosion: The loss of land along coasts due to waves and 
weather events that wear away the sediment or bedrock along 
the shore. Coastal erosion can happen quickly (days or weeks) or 
gradually (many years or decades). 

Source: World Bank Development Indicators
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Usually, people in Bangladesh migrate from rural 
areas to cities for economic reasons, such as looking 
for a better-paying job. They often have little money 
and few possessions. Also, farming does not prepare 
them well for a lot of urban jobs. Therefore, they 
often have to take work that is difficult, dangerous, 
and low-paying. One environmental expert painted 
a bleak picture of what life could be like for many of 
these migrants.

“When they get to cities, they will be forced to live 
in shantytowns and other ‘irregular settlements,’ in 
shacks often built on precarious land in floodplains, 
subject to mudslides, extreme heat, and unsanitary 
conditions. They will be forced to work in the informal 
sector, earning pennies and living hand-to-mouth.”3

This does not have to be the fate of Bangladesh’s 
climate migrants. The government could create 
programs to provide better education, health care, 
and job training for them either before or after they 
arrive in cities. It could also invest in building housing 
that climate migrants can afford. 

As in the case of adaptation in place, many of these 
programs will cost a lot money. Should a poor 
country like Bangladesh be expected to pay for 
these changes itself? Or do other countries have a 
responsibility to help?

THE UNFAIRNESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Saleem Huq, a climate change expert from 
Bangladesh, described the unfairness that is at the 
heart of climate change’s causes and impacts.  
He said:

One group of people—namely, those who 
consume the most, particularly in wealthier 
countries—have caused the problem, and another 
group—namely, poor people, especially in poorer 
countries—will suffer the brunt of the adverse 
consequences in the near term.4 

Bangladeshi people have been among the lowest 
emitters of C02, a major contributor to climate 
change. But they are already suffering from some of 
the most serious consequences. In contrast, some 
of the biggest per-capita (per-person) emitters 
have been far less impacted. What responsibility do 
these high-emitting countries have? Mr. Huq and 
others have argued that they have a responsibility 
to radically reduce their C02 emissions, and to 
compensate people in climate-impacted countries 
for the damage that has already been caused, and 
will be caused.5

Some countries and international organizations are 
stepping up to provide such assistance. However, 
given the scale of the problem in Bangladesh 
and the number of people impacted, it is not yet 
clear whether this assistance will be enough. The 
‘laboratory’ of Bangladesh may also provide lessons 
in what happens when countries and governments 
do or do not work together to help people adapt to 
one of the future’s biggest challenges. 

Source: World Bank Database

Per-Capita C02 Emissions (Metric Tons), 2014
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Want to learn more?

 • “Inequality is Decreasing Between Countries – But Climate Change is Slowing Progress,” National 
Geographic, April 22, 2019, https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/04/climate-change-
economic-inequality-growing/. 

 • “The Global Philosopher: Who Should Pay for Climate Change?” BBC News, July 28, 2016, https://www.
bbc.com/news/magazine-36900260.

 • Video: “Climate Change: Adaptation Bangladesh,” The Economist (6:05), https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xWG_uzLmuug.  

 • Video: “In Bangladesh Rising Tides Force Climate Migration,” The Guardian (8:46), https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=de7NRCROf8Y. 

 • “How Global Climate Change is Already Devastating Bangladesh,” Channel 4 News, November 23, 2015 
(6:13), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9yJ7K_3n50 

1. These observations are based on Timmons Roberts, “Helping Tomorrow’s Climate Refugees by Engaging Today: A Dispatch 
from Bangladesh,” Brookings Institution, January 13, 2016, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/planetpolicy/2016/01/13/helping-
tomorrows-climate-refugees-by-engaging-today-a-dispatch-from-bangladesh/.

2. “Groundswell: Preparing for Internal Climate Migration,” The World Bank Group, March 19, 2018, https://www.worldbank.org/en/
news/infographic/2018/03/19/groundswell---preparing-for-internal-climate-migration.

3. Roberts, “Helping Tomorrow’s Climate Refugees.” See also, K. M. Bahauddin, “Climate Change-induced Migration in Bangladesh: 
Realizing the Migration Process, Human Security and Sustainable Development,” Policy Brief for GSDR – 2016 Update, https://
sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1014764_Bahauddin_Climate%20Change-induced%20Migration%20in%20
Bangladesh_Realizing%20the%20Migration%20Process_Human%20Security%20and%20Sustainable%20Development.pdf

4. John Vidal, “Remote Control,” The Guardian, March 26, 2008, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2008/mar/26/bangladesh.

5. Vidal, “Remote Control.”

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/04/climate-change-economic-inequality-growing/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/04/climate-change-economic-inequality-growing/
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-36900260
https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-36900260
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWG_uzLmuug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWG_uzLmuug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=de7NRCROf8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=de7NRCROf8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9yJ7K_3n50
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/planetpolicy/2016/01/13/helping-tomorrows-climate-refugees-by-engaging-today-a-dispatch-from-bangladesh/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/planetpolicy/2016/01/13/helping-tomorrows-climate-refugees-by-engaging-today-a-dispatch-from-bangladesh/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/infographic/2018/03/19/groundswell---preparing-for-internal-climate-migration
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/infographic/2018/03/19/groundswell---preparing-for-internal-climate-migration
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1014764_Bahauddin_Climate%20Change-induced%20Migration%20in%20Bangladesh_Realizing%20the%20Migration%20Process_Human%20Security%20and%20Sustainable%20Development.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1014764_Bahauddin_Climate%20Change-induced%20Migration%20in%20Bangladesh_Realizing%20the%20Migration%20Process_Human%20Security%20and%20Sustainable%20Development.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1014764_Bahauddin_Climate%20Change-induced%20Migration%20in%20Bangladesh_Realizing%20the%20Migration%20Process_Human%20Security%20and%20Sustainable%20Development.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2008/mar/26/bangladesh
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BANGLADESH PAYS A HIGH PRICE FOR FAST FASHION

Source: World Population Review 2019

On April 24, 2013, people reported to work as usual 
at the Rana Plaza building in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
The building contained several factories that made 
clothes for the country’s garment industry. Shortly 
after 9:00 a.m., the building collapsed. The causes 
of the collapse were poor building construction and 
violations of safety codes. The day before, workers 
had alerted their supervisors when they noticed 
deep cracks appearing in the walls. The supervisors 
ignored their concerns and ordered them back to 
work. It was a very costly mistake: 1,134 people died 
in the collapse and more than 2,500 were injured. 
Some lost limbs or had other injuries that were so 
severe that they couldn’t return to work. 

Most of the items made in Bangladesh’s garment 
factories get sold in foreign countries, in stores like 
Wal-Mart, The Gap, H & M, Joe Fresh, and others. 
These stores are part of the ‘fast fashion’ trend. 
Fast fashion refers to clothes that are made cheaply 
and quickly to meet two customer demands: low 
prices and a continuous supply of new styles. Fast 
fashion has grown immensely since the 1990s, when 
globalization encouraged businesses to move part of 
their operations overseas. Many companies did so, 
taking advantage of low wages in other countries to 
lower their production costs. Consumers in countries 
like Canada benefit from the globalization of garment 
production through lower prices. Does it also connect 
them more closely to the safety and welfare of the 
people who make the clothes?

Bangladesh Export of Ready-made Garments 
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KEY TERMS

Globalization (economic): A process whereby national 
economies become increasingly integrated through free trade, 
free flow of capital, and the use of cheaper labour costs in other 
countries.

Poverty line: The level below which a person or family is 
considered poor. This is determined by national governments, 
and it varies extensively from one country to another.

Source: Merriam-Webster Dictionary online

THE GOOD AND THE BAD OF BANGLADESH’S 

GARMENT INDUSTRY

Bangladesh is an attractive place for the global 
garment industry. It is poor and has low average 
wages. It also has a large population of working-
age people available to do labour-intensive tasks 
like sewing, ironing, cutting, and inspecting clothes 
before shipping them off for export. Because of these 
advantages, the country’s garment industry is the 
second-largest in the world, behind only China’s.

In some ways, the global garment industry has been 
good for Bangladesh. It has created millions of jobs, 
which has helped reduce the number of people living 
below the official poverty line—from about 44 per 
cent in 1991 to less than 13 per cent today. Eighty 
per cent of the factory workers are women. For 
young women in particular, a job in a garment factory 
provides one of the few opportunities they have to 
become financially independent of their parents. 
Also, if they send part of their earnings back to their 
families (as many of them do), their parents are less 
likely to pressure them to quit work and get married 
at a young age. 
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However, this industry has a dark side. Many factory 
buildings are unsafe. The risks for workers include 
collapsing buildings (as was the case with Rana Plaza), 
fires, injuries from heavy equipment, and exposure to 
dangerous chemicals. Also, workers are often forced 
to work long hours—as many as 15 hours a day, 
six days a week. If they refuse or complain to their 
bosses, they could get fired. For all of these sacrifices, 
they earn as little as US$ 32 cents an hour.

Why are these conditions so poor? And who should 
be responsible for improving them?

A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY?

In the days and weeks after the Rana Plaza disaster, 
people in Bangladesh and around the world began 
asking who was to blame for such a senseless and 
avoidable tragedy. Many people blamed the factory 
owners, accusing them of prioritizing their own profit 
over worker safety. Some even called for a boycott 
of clothes made in Bangladesh. But the factory 
owners pointed to the foreign clothing companies. 
They said the prices these companies were willing 
to pay were too low to cover the cost of safety 
upgrades and higher wages for workers. They also 
said their workers had to work long hours because 
of companies’ insistence on short lead times—that 
is, companies placed their orders and expected the 
clothes to be finished in a very short period of time. 
These two pressures have been called the ‘price 
squeeze’ and the ‘lead time squeeze.’

Labour rights and human rights organizations 
also weighed in on the debate. They said factory 
owners and foreign clothing companies both had a 
responsibility to do better. They also said some of the 
responsibility should be borne by people who shop at 
fast fashion stores. These consumers, they said, have 
a moral duty to care about who made their clothes 
and under what conditions.

THE GARMENT INDUSTRY’S MIXED RECORD

Rana Plaza raised awareness of the real cost of cheap 
clothes – low pay, long working hours, and unsafe 
working conditions. It also revealed that many of 
these workers, including those at Rana Plaza, had not 
formed unions to advocate for their rights. Did this 
awareness lead to changes in Bangladesh’s garment 
industry? The record so far is mixed.

One of the most important changes was to factory 
safety. In the weeks after Rana Plaza, more than 
200 foreign companies formed two international 
agreements: the Accord on Fire and Building Safety 
in Bangladesh, with more than 180 members, mostly 
from Europe; and, the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker 
Safety, with more than 25 members from the United 
States and Canada. The participating companies 
agreed to conduct safety inspections in all of the 
2,300 factories that supplied them (about 60 per 
cent of Bangladesh’s garment factories). If they found 
safety violations, they would help the factories fix 
the problems. These safety upgrades impacted more 
than 2.5 million workers.

Source: NYU Stern Centre

Source: NYU Stern Centre

Bangladesh Garment Factory:  
Total Number of Accidents  

Number of Significant Accidents by Year
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In other areas, however, there has been less progress. 
In 2013, the year of the Rana Plaza disaster, the 
minimum wage for garment workers was around 
US$40 a month. In the years after the disaster, it was 
raised to US$63 dollars, then raised again in 2018 to 
US$95. Nevertheless, Bangladesh’s garment workers 
are still among the lowest paid in the world, and many 
of them live just barely above the official poverty line. 
Also, an investigative report found that lead times had 
actually gotten shorter, decreasing more than eight 
per cent from 2011 to 2015. The result is that many 
workers are still required to work long hours with  
few rests.1

Progress on union formation is also a mixed picture. 
The registration and approval of new unions spiked 
in the year after Rana Plaza. Also, thousands of union 
leaders were trained in how to detect and address 
fires and other hazards. However, after peaking in 
2014, union registrations and approvals dropped to 
pre-Rana Plaza levels.2 According to one labour rights 
organization, 445 garment factories in Bangladesh 
have trade unions, which is only about 11 per cent of 
all garment factories. 

DOES MORE INFORMATION LEAD TO CHANGE?

Another important change that came out of the Rana 
Plaza tragedy was a demand for more information and 
transparency about where and how clothing is made. 
For example, the Clean Clothes Campaign, a group 
of trade unions and other grassroots organizations, 
regularly monitors working conditions for garment 
workers in Bangladesh and other countries. And in 
2018, a charity called Fashion Revolution launched 
the Fashion Transparency Index, which provides 
information about the social and environmental 
practices of the world’s biggest fashion brands.  
They believe that if consumers have this information, 
they will change their shopping habits.

However, it is not clear whether this information is 
changing the basic conditions for garment workers. 
The demand for fast fashion continues to grow; 
according to one media report, fast fashion grew 
21 per cent from 2016 to 2019.3 In some cases, 
clothing prices are going down, not up. For example, 
Bangladesh’s main export to the United States is 
men’s and boys’ cotton trousers. The price of these 
items is now 13 per cent less than before Rana Plaza. 
Similarly, Bangladesh is the largest supplier of T-shirts 
to Europe. Europeans are paying about five per 
cent less than five years ago.4 That has caused many 
to wonder if the post-Rana Plaza changes are just 
temporary, and whether the power to change things 
ultimately rests with consumers. As one journalist 
commented,  “If Rana Plaza is to be a turning point, 
we must bear in mind the price of indifference every 
time we make a purchase.”5 

Source: Solidarity Center, Bangladesh
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Want to Learn More?

 • Cause Box, “3 Fast Facts about Fast Fashion,” https://causebox.com/blog/3-fast-facts-about-fast-fashion

 • Clean Clothes Campaign, https://cleanclothes.org/

 • Fashion Revolution, https://www.fashionrevolution.org/ 

 • “Rana Plaza Collapse Documentary: The Deadly Cost of Fashion,” New York Times (video, 5:06), April 14, 
2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fkhzdc4ybw. (NOTE: Contains some disturbing images.)

 • T-Shirt Project, Planet Money, NPR, December 2013, https://www.npr.org/series/248799434/planet-
moneys-t-shirt-project (including Caitlin Kenney, “Two Sisters, a Small Room, and the World Behind a 
T-Shirt,” https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2013/12/03/247360855/two-sisters-a-small-room-and-the-
world-behind-a-t-shirt).

About Canada

 • “Bangladesh Factory-collapse Workers, Families Seek $2 Billion from Loblaw,” The Toronto Star, April 30, 
2015, https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2015/04/30/bangladesh-factory-collapse-workers-families-seek-
2-billion-from-loblaw.html.

 • Andrew Russell, “Rana Plaza Disaster: Canadian Tire, Other Major Brands Urged to Fully Report Supply 
Chains, April 20, 2017, Global News, https://globalnews.ca/news/3392280/rana-plaza-disaster-canadian-
tire-other-major-brands-urged-to-fully-report-supply-chains/ 

1. Mark Anner, “Binding Power: The Sourcing Squeeze, Workers’ Rights, and Building Safety in Bangladesh since Rana 
Plaza,” Penn State Center for Global Workers’ Rights (CGWR), March 22, 2018, p. 5, https://ler.la.psu.edu/gwr/documents/
CGWR2017ResearchReportBindingPower.pdf.

2. Anner, “Binding Power,” p. 8.

3. Nikki Gilliland, “Four Factors Fueling the Growth of Fast Fashion Retailers,” Econsultancy.com, April 9, 2019, https://econsultancy.
com/four-factors-fuelling-the-growth-of-fast-fashion-retailers/

4. Anner, “Binding Power,” p. 5.

5. Jason Motlagh, “A Year After Rana Plaza: What Hasn’t Changed Since the Bangladesh Factory Collapse, Pulitzer Center (the 
Washington Post), April 18, 2014, https://pulitzercenter.org/reporting/year-after-rana-plaza-what-hasnt-changed-bangladesh-factory-
collapse. 

https://causebox.com/blog/3-fast-facts-about-fast-fashion
https://cleanclothes.org/
https://www.fashionrevolution.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fkhzdc4ybw
https://www.npr.org/series/248799434/planet-moneys-t-shirt-project
https://www.npr.org/series/248799434/planet-moneys-t-shirt-project
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2013/12/03/247360855/two-sisters-a-small-room-and-the-world-behind-a-t-shirt
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2013/12/03/247360855/two-sisters-a-small-room-and-the-world-behind-a-t-shirt
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2015/04/30/bangladesh-factory-collapse-workers-families-seek-2-billion-from-loblaw.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2015/04/30/bangladesh-factory-collapse-workers-families-seek-2-billion-from-loblaw.html
https://globalnews.ca/news/3392280/rana-plaza-disaster-canadian-tire-other-major-brands-urged-to-fully-report-supply-chains/
https://globalnews.ca/news/3392280/rana-plaza-disaster-canadian-tire-other-major-brands-urged-to-fully-report-supply-chains/
https://ler.la.psu.edu/gwr/documents/CGWR2017ResearchReportBindingPower.pdf
https://ler.la.psu.edu/gwr/documents/CGWR2017ResearchReportBindingPower.pdf
https://econsultancy.com/four-factors-fuelling-the-growth-of-fast-fashion-retailers/
https://econsultancy.com/four-factors-fuelling-the-growth-of-fast-fashion-retailers/
https://pulitzercenter.org/reporting/year-after-rana-plaza-what-hasnt-changed-bangladesh-factory-collapse
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BANGLADESHIS’ FIGHT FOR THEIR MOTHER LANGUAGE

Every year on February 21, people around the world 
celebrate International Mother Language Day in 
honour of multilingualism and cultural diversity. 
The holiday is especially meaningful to people 
who speak a minority or endangered language. A 
minority language is one that is spoken by a minority 
of a population within a country. An endangered 
language is one that is in danger of becoming extinct 
because fewer and fewer people speak it. 

International Mother Language Day did not exist 
until 1999, when Bangladesh convinced the United 
Nations to recognize it as a holiday. This might 
come as a surprise: Bangladesh’s official language, 
Bangla, is not a minority language or endangered 
language. In fact, there is a huge number of Bangla 
speakers (more than 210 million), and it is spoken by 
99 per cent of the country’s population. So why did 
Bangladeshis embrace this issue? Part of the answer 
lies in the country’s painful road to independence.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BANGLADESH

Before 1971, the territory now called Bangladesh 
was known by different names. In the first half of the 
20th century, when it was part of the British colony 
of India, it was known as East Bengal. (There is also 
a West Bengal, which is a state in India.) When Great 
Britain withdrew from India in 1947, it partitioned 
(divided) the country into two independent states, 
based on religion. One was India, which had a Hindu 
majority. The other was Pakistan, which had a Muslim 
majority. But Pakistan was essentially split in two, with 
West Pakistan and East Pakistan being about 1,500 
kilometres apart. This division gave the country one 
of the strangest geographies in modern history  
(see Map). 

West Pakistan and East Pakistan shared a majority 
religion (Islam) and a fear of being dominated by 
India. But they did not share a common language. 
They also did not share political power, which was 
mostly in the hands of the military and political 
leaders in West Pakistan. 

In 1948, the Pakistani government decided that 
the country would be more unified if all of Pakistan 
shared an official language. The language they chose 

West Pakistan and East Pakistan (1947–71)

was Urdu, which was spoken by many of the political 
and military elites in West Pakistan, but by less than 
10 per cent of the people in East Pakistan.1 Those 
people primarily spoke Bangla. Nevertheless, the 
government removed Bangla from the country’s 
official currency and stamps, and eliminated it as an 
approved school subject. It also announced that Urdu 
would be used in government services, in the media, 
and in schools. 

Immediately, people in East Pakistan were angry 
about the new language policy. On February 21, 
1952, a group of people gathered in the capital 
city of Dhaka to protest. The police responded with 
violence, opening fire on the crowd and killing five 
university students. The next day, protesters built the 
Shaheed Minar (Martyr’s Monument) to honour the 
people who died (see Figure 1). The police and army 
destroyed it almost immediately.

East Pakistan had a larger population than West 
Pakistan, and it was able to use its political power 
to restore Bangla to official status in 1956. But 
that did not end the tensions between the two 
Pakistans. These tensions escalated into large-
scale violence that ended with East Pakistan 
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winning its independence and becoming the 
state of Bangladesh in 1971. The following year, 
Bangladeshis re-built the Shaheed Minar (see Figure 
2) to remember those who died fighting for the right 
to speak their mother language.

CAMPAIGNING FOR A CAUSE

Even after they gained independence, Bangladeshis 
did not forget the importance of being able to 
speak one’s mother language. They asked the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO) to recognize February 
21, the day the five students died, as International 
Mother Language Day. Many communities around 
the world embrace this holiday, especially speakers 
of endangered languages. There are currently about 
6,000 languages spoken around the world, and half 
of them are in danger of disappearing by the end 
of the century. In fact, the United Nations estimates 
that the world loses a language every two weeks.

Thinking about the case of Bangladesh raises a lot of 
questions, such as:

 • What role does a mother language play in the 
lives of people, communities, cultures, and 
countries?

 • Are there benefits to a country having one 
official language? What are the benefits of 
being a multilingual country?

 • What does it mean when people lose the right 
or the ability to speak their mother language?

Source: Prof. Raifqul Islam – Author’s Album, Public Domain, 
Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=3828291

Source: Mr. Rifat Jamil Eusufzai, Wikimedia Commons

Figure 1: First Shaheed Minar Monument, 1952

Figure 2: The Current Shaheed Minar  
(Martyr’s Monument), Re-built in 1972

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3828291
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3828291
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Want to learn more?

 • Alistair Lawson, “Celebrations for Bengali Language,” BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_
asia/2786795.stm

 • Bangladesh Press Club Centre of Alberta, “Mother Language Day Canada,” http://www.
motherlanguageday.ca/

 • Martin Dougan, “Mother Language Day – Behind the News” (video: 3:16) https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fpm0_eoKGQg

 • Passport 2017, “Endangered Languages of Canada,” https://passport2017.ca/articles/endangered-
languages-of-canada

 • Anthony C. Woodbury, “What Is an Endangered Language?” https://www.linguisticsociety.org/content/
what-endangered-language

1. Stanley Maron, “The problem of East Pakistan,” Pacific Affairs, vol. 28, no. 2 (June 1955), p. 133.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/2786795.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/2786795.stm
http://www.motherlanguageday.ca/
http://www.motherlanguageday.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpm0_eoKGQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpm0_eoKGQg
https://passport2017.ca/articles/endangered-languages-of-canada
https://passport2017.ca/articles/endangered-languages-of-canada
https://www.linguisticsociety.org/content/what-endangered-language
https://www.linguisticsociety.org/content/what-endangered-language
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